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ABSTRACT

We combine horizontal Global Positioning System (GPS) velocities from a new 

compilation of published and new GPS velocities, results from an interferomet-

ric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) study, and paleoseismic data to evaluate the 

postseismic response of historic earthquakes in the Central Nevada seismic belt. We 

assume that GPS velocity has contributions from time-invariant (i.e., steady perma-

nent crustal deformation) and transient (i.e., time varying and associated with the 

seismic cycle) processes that are attributable to postseismic viscoelastic relaxation 

of the crust and upper mantle. In order to infer the viscosity structure of Basin and 

Range lower crust, η
LC

, and upper mantle, η
UM

, we apply three objective criteria to 

identify rheological models that fi t both geodetic and geologic data. The model must 

(1) improve the apparent mismatch between geodetically and geologically inferred 

slip rates, (2) explain the InSAR-inferred vertical uplift rate, and (3) not imply time-

invariant contractions anywhere in the extending province. It is not required for the 

postseismic deformation fi eld to resemble the time-invariant velocity fi eld in pattern, 

rate, or style. We fi nd that the InSAR and horizontal GPS velocities form comple-

mentary constraints on the viscoelastic structure, excluding different parts of the 

model space. The best-fi tting model has a lower crust that is stronger than the upper-

most mantle, with η
LC

 = 1020.5 Pa·s and η
UM

 = 1019 Pa·s, a fi nding consistent with the 

majority of similar studies in the Basin and Range. The best-fi tting viscosity model 

implies that the majority of Central Nevada seismic belt deformation is attributable 

to postseismic relaxation, and hence that western Basin and Range time-invariant 

deformation north of 39°N latitude is more tightly focused into the northern Walker 

Lane than would be inferred from uncorrected GPS velocities. However, signifi cant 

deformation remains after correction for postseismic effects, consistent with Central 

Nevada seismic belt faults slipping at rates intermediate between the Walker Lane 

belt and the central Basin and Range.
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INTRODUCTION

Rates of slip on active continental faults inferred from geo-

detic techniques sometimes disagree with the rates inferred from 

geologic studies. This discrepancy lies near the heart of the rela-

tionship between geodetic and geologic investigations of conti-

nental deformation (e.g., Friedrich et al., 2003). Similarity of 

space geodetic and geologic measurements of lithospheric plate 

motions (DeMets and Dixon, 1999; Sella et al., 2002) has led 

to anticipation that agreement might occur on the smaller scale 

of individual faults as well. Where these rates agree, geodetic 

measurement of relative motions across the fault match the rate 

inferred from coseismic rupture offset and time between major 

slip events. However, the comparison requires application of a 

correction of the geodetic data according to the buried dislocation 

model, composed of a faulted half space locked at the surface but 

slipping at depth (Savage and Burford, 1973; Freund and Barnett, 

1976). In this case, the cumulative offset of many episodic surface 

ruptures from the largest earthquakes adds up to the slip predicted 

by far-fi eld motion of crustal blocks. Some faults, such as the rela-

tively linear and simple San Andreas in central California, exhibit 

a close agreement (e.g., Murray et al., 2001). This suggests that 

paleoseismic studies and geodesy measure the same physical pro-

cesses at play in active faulting, albeit over greatly different time 

scales and different parts of the seismic cycle. Hence, disagree-

ment between paleoseismic and geodetic slip rates suggests that 

an explanation is required for the deviation from this paradigm, 

and perhaps a modifi cation of our physical model.

The Central Nevada seismic belt, which resides near the mid-

dle of the Basin and Range Province (Wallace, 1984b), is a well-

documented example of disagreement between slip rates estimated 

with geodetic and geologic techniques. The Central Nevada seis-

mic belt is a quasi-linear sequence of large-magnitude historical 

earthquakes that form an approximately north-south–trending belt 

(Fig. 1) (Caskey et al., 2000). The belt remains seismically active 

to this day, and it is responsible for a large proportion of the total 

historic seismic moment released in the Basin and Range Prov-

ince (Pancha et al., 2006). Paleoseismically inferred slip rates for 

the set of faults that make up the belt near latitude 39°N total prob-

ably less than 1 mm/yr (Bell et al., 2004). Geodetic rates, how-

ever, inferred mostly from surveys with global positioning system 

(GPS) are closer to 3–4 mm/yr (Thatcher et al., 1999; Bennett et 

al., 2003; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004), a difference that is well 

outside the uncertainties in the measurements.

Recognition of the Central Nevada seismic belt as a zone 

of recent earthquakes is essential to explaining the discrepancy 

between geodetic and geologic rates because it allows for the 

possibility of geodetic strain rates being infl uenced by transient 

postseismic relaxation. A number of studies have identifi ed a 

postseismic response to large earthquakes that has been explained 

by the viscoelastic properties of Earth’s lower crust and upper 

mantle (starting with Nur and Mavko [1974] and Savage and 

Prescott [1978]). The transient postseismic part of the earthquake 

cycle may not be detectable in some cases because the response 

decreases to zero over time, and the time since the last earthquake 

may have been long. Recent progress in modeling the time-depen-

dent surface deformation response (Pollitz, 1997) has made prac-

ticable the quantitative constraint of the viscous component of the 

rheology based on geodetic data.

In what follows, we present a new approach for constraining 

the viscoelastic properties of the lower crust and upper mantle. We 

apply three types of complementary data: horizontal GPS veloci-

ties, interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), which is 

predominantly sensitive to vertical motion, and paleoseismic esti-

mates of fault slip rates and style. When comparing deformation 

measured with geodesy (e.g., GPS and InSAR) to deformation 

inferred from geology, we must account for the very different time 

scales measured with these techniques. In this study, we defi ne 

time-invariant motion as the hypothetical steady tectonic deforma-

tion that occurs at a constant rate over many seismic cycles (e.g., 

associated with steady motion of the Sierra Nevada with respect 

to the Great Basin). We defi ne transient motions as those that 

vary over time scales on the order of the seismic cycle (e.g., expo-

nentially decaying postseismic relaxation of viscous material). 

Because motions that are measured with GPS at any given time are 

infl uenced by time-invariant and transient contributions, we cannot 

separate these processes if we assume that the predicted relaxation 

signal resembles the GPS velocity fi eld. Instead, we here assume 

that the paleoseismic data constrain the time-invariant component 

of deformation, while physical models of viscoelastic relaxation 

constrain the complementary transient motion.

In our modeling, we calculate the postseismic velocities 

expected from the historic earthquakes in the Central Nevada 

seismic belt and many assumed viscoelastic Earth models, where 

we vary the viscosity of the lower crust and upper mantle. From 

each model, we infer the associated time-invariant deformation 

patterns by subtracting the transient component from the GPS 

velocities. To evaluate each model, we use misfi t criteria based 

on three types of data: GPS velocities, interferometric synthetic 

aperture radar results (InSAR), and geologic estimates of fault slip 

rates. The best models must (1) explain the discrepancy between 

geologic and geodetic slip rate at the Central Nevada seismic 

belt, (2) explain the vertical motion observed with InSAR, and 

(3) not predict time-invariant contractions anywhere in the exten-

sional Basin and Range Province. From the best-fi tting viscoelas-

tic Earth model, we obtain the most likely postseismic relaxation 

two-dimensional surface velocity pattern present inside the cur-

rent snapshot of the geodetic velocity fi eld. We then present the 

deformation patterns implied by the estimated time-invariant 

velocity fi eld and the ways in which they differ from the apparent 

motion gleaned directly from GPS and other geodetic studies.

DATA

Historic Earthquakes of the Central Nevada Seismic Belt

We consider seismic events in central Nevada occurring in 

the past 150 yr that had magnitude of ~6.5 or above (Table 1). 
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Figure 1. Horizontal velocities for global positioning system (GPS) sites used to constrain the viscosity of the Basin and Range 
lower crust and upper mantle. Site color designates the strain rate subnetwork discussed in text. Magenta line segments are the fault 
segments used to model the postseismic relaxation from the Central Nevada seismic belt historic earthquakes. See text for details of 
fault segments and coseismic slip parameters. Sites labeled GARL, B220, B290, and D100 and having black interiors are discussed 
in the text. Fault segments are: CM—Cedar Mountain; DV—Dixie Valley; GK—Gold King–Louderback sequence; FP—Fairview 
Peak; OV—Owens Valley; PV—Pleasant Valley; SW—Stillwater sequence.

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS USED FOR THE CENTRAL NEVADA SEISMIC BELT EARTHQUAKES 

   tesffo pilS enalp tluaF  

Earthquake  Date 
Length 
(km) 

Width
(km) 

Dip 
(°) 

Strike 
(°) 

Displ.
(m) 

Rake 
(°) 

Mo 
(N·m) M

W

Owens Valley 26 March 1872 100 15.0 90  339 6.0 180 2.7 × 10
20

 7.6

Pleasant Valley 3 October 1915 59 21.2 45 W 210 4.0 –90 1.5 × 10
20

 7.4

Cedar Mountain 21 December 1932 60 15.2 80 E 344 2.0 180 5.5 × 10
19

 7.1

Combination of  70 19.6 50 E 15 1.0 –159 4.1 × 10
19

 7.0

Rainbow Mtn. 6 July 1954          

Fourmile Flat 6 July 1954          

Stillwater 23 August 1954          

Fairview Peak 16 December 1954 32 17.3 60 E 15 2.4 –126 4.0 × 10
19

 7.0

Combination of  22 17.3 60 W 170 0.6 –146 6.9 × 10
18

 6.5

Gold King  16 December 1954          

Louderback  16 December 1954          

West Gate 16 December 1954          

Dixie Valley 16 December 1954 42 23.3 40 E 17 0.9 –90 2.6 × 10
19

 6.9
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The amount of postseismic motion that a GPS site might detect 

is a function of the size of the earthquake, its style and orienta-

tion, and the time and distance between the event and observa-

tion (Pollitz, 1997). For the earthquakes used here (simplifi ed 

surface traces shown in Fig. 1), these parameters are constrained 

by geologic and paleoseismic investigation of the earthquake 

surface ruptures, seismic data, and eyewitness accounts of the 

earthquakes. Details of the earthquakes are discussed later, and 

the parameters used in the modeling are in listed Table 1. Our 

estimates of the moment magnitude, M
W
, are, in all cases, within 

0.2 of the estimates made by Pancha et al. (2006) for the largest 

earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province.

Earthquake Characteristics

Owens Valley (1872) M
W

 7.6

This event was likely the largest to occur in the Basin and 

Range Province in historic time (Pancha et al., 2006), and it is 

the earliest and southernmost event considered. Its mechanism 

was predominantly right-lateral strike slip with a minor amount 

of normal, down-to-the-east slip (Beanland and Clark, 1994). 

The estimated times of previous events on this fault imply that 

its Holocene slip rate (2–4 mm/yr) (Lee et al., 2001) is among 

the fastest in the province. Geodetic rates (5–7 mm/yr) are even 

faster, however, and postseismic relaxation following the 1872 

event has been invoked as a possible explanation for this apparent 

discrepancy (Miller et al., 2001a; Dixon et al., 2003).

Pleasant Valley (1915) M
W

 7.4

Occurring at the northern end of the Central Nevada seismic 

belt, this event was recorded with early-generation seismic instru-

mentation that was suffi cient to characterize its size and tensor 

moment (Doser, 1988), and it produced 59 km of surface rupture 

(Wallace, 1984a) that is clearly visible today. Its mechanism was 

predominantly normal, with extension oriented N65°W.

Cedar Mountain (1932) M
W

 7.1

The rupture from this earthquake crossed through three valley 

fault systems, activating north-south–striking right-lateral strike-

slip faults in Monte Cristo Valley, right-lateral and normal faults 

in Stewart Valley, and secondary north-northeast–striking normal 

faulting in Gabbs Valley (Bell et al., 1999). The seismic data favor 

a predominantly strike-slip earthquake on a fault dipping steeply 

to the east, containing two subevents separated by 10 s (Doser, 

1988). In our modeling, the combined static stress changes of both 

events are what initiate and drive the postseismic response, so we 

simplify the calculations by assuming a single event that has the 

surface trace and combined moment of both subevents.

Rainbow Mountain, Fourmile Flat, Stillwater (1954) M
W

 7.0

These events occurred in July and August in the same year, 

prior to the Fairview Peak–Dixie Valley earthquake sequence 

(Caskey et al., 2004). Their surface traces lie mostly in the eastern 

part of the Carson Sink, one valley west of the Fairview Peak–

Dixie Valley sequence (Caskey et al., 2004). The Stillwater (M
S
 

7.0) event was the largest (Doser, 1986), but it was similar to the 

others in style, consisting of a combination of right-lateral and 

down-to-the-west normal slip. Because of their similar style and 

close proximity in time, in our modeling, we combine these events 

into a single event with the combined moment of all three.

Fairview Peak (1954) M
W

 7.0

The coseismic offset parameters for this event are con-

strained by a combination of paleoseismic (Slemmons, 1957; 

Caskey et al., 1996) and geodetic data (Savage and Hastie, 1969; 

Snay et al., 1985; Hodgkinson et al., 1996). Slip was right lat-

eral and normal on an east-dipping fault. This rupture, and the 

ones discussed later, occupy the middle latitudes of the Central 

Nevada seismic belt and are hence transitional between the pre-

dominantly strike-slip faults to the south (e.g., Owens Valley and 

Cedar Mountain) and normal ruptures to the north (e.g., Pleasant 

Valley). The prior event on this fault was likely over 35,000 yr 

ago (Caskey et al., 2000).

Dixie Valley (1954) M
W

 6.9

This event followed the Fairview Peak event by 4 min and 

ruptured the western range front fault in the valley immediately 

to the north (Slemmons, 1957). Paleoseismic, geodetic, and seis-

mic data all indicate that it occurred on an east-dipping rupture 

plane accommodating mostly normal offset (Doser, 1986; Cas-

key et al., 1996; Hodgkinson et al., 1996). Thus, this event is 

similar to the Pleasant Valley earthquake, which was the next and 

northernmost event to the north.

Gold King, Louderback, West Gate (1954) M
W

 6.5

These faults likely ruptured simultaneously with the Fairview 

Peak event. They are west-dipping and lie just north of the 

Fairview peak rupture. Their distribution is more complex than 

the other faults, but they are thought to have acted as a geometric 

link between the ruptures of the Dixie Valley and Fairview Peak 

earthquakes (Caskey et al., 2000). Individually and combined, they 

are smaller than the Fairview Peak and Dixie Valley events, so we 

represent these three ruptures in our modeling as a single event and 

fault plane consisting of normal and strike-slip offset. Collectively, 

these three events comprise the smallest event that we consider.

Examination of our fi nal model shows that the smallest 

earthquakes we consider, the Gold King–Louderback–West Gate 

sequence (Table 1: M
W

 6.5) contributes at most 0.15 mm/yr to 

the observed GPS velocity fi eld (compared to 2.1 mm/yr for the 

Owens Valley event). Although some large earthquakes may have 

occurred in the past (prehistory) that could contribute to transient 

signals in our GPS data, we have used all the known earthquakes 

that can signifi cantly affect our results. Given viscosities in the 

range of 1017–1021 Pa·s (see Table 2 and references therein), a 

shear modulus of 3 × 1010 Pa, viscous Maxwell relaxation times 

are on the order of 0.1–1000 yr, and yet Central Nevada seis-

mic belt recurrence intervals are on the order of 5000–35,000 yr 

(Caskey et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2004; Wesnousky et al., 2005). 
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Thus, the GPS measurements were made very early in the seis-

mic cycle for Central Nevada seismic belt faults. Because the 

expected relaxation times are so much shorter than the recurrence 

intervals, the effects from the penultimate earthquakes are almost 

certainly negligible and are not modeled.

Global Positioning System Data

We use the horizontal GPS velocities from the compilation 

of Kreemer et al. (this volume), which includes our own solutions 

for the continuously recording BARGEN network (Wernicke et 

al., 2000; Bennett et al., 2003), and also the published and updated 

velocities from about a dozen campaign networks (see Table 1 of 

Kreemer et al., this volume, and references therein). The indi-

vidual velocity solution sets are transformed so that they refer to 

the Stable North America Reference Frame (SNARF) (Blewitt 

et al., 2005). The resulting velocity fi eld spans the majority of 

the Basin and Range Province in California, Nevada, Utah, Ari-

zona, Oregon, and Idaho. The sites are shown in Figure 1, and 

the velocities are shown in Kreemer et al. (this volume). While 

the velocity map has spatial density of sites that is highly vari-

able (from less than tens to hundreds of kilometers), the coverage 

in the vicinity of the Central Nevada seismic belt has at least a 

dozen sites within 30 km of every fault segment.

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)

We use the InSAR results of Gourmelen and Amelung 

(2005), which measure the change in range between the surface 

and a satellite in low Earth orbit over time. They stacked numerous 

interferograms constructed from repeat passes of the radar satel-

lite over the Central Nevada seismic belt in order to cancel noise 

and reduce the uncertainty in the rate of movement. They argued 

that most of the surface motion observed at the Central Nevada 

seismic belt using this technique is attributable to vertical motion 

of the surface because the horizontal GPS signal in the same area 

(Hammond and Thatcher, 2004) cannot explain the InSAR data. 

Thus, the observations are most consistent with a domelike uplift 

with a rate of 2–3 mm/yr centered over the Fairview Peak–Dixie 

Valley–Pleasant Valley ruptures. This uplift is not well observed 

in the GPS measurements because the uncertainties in the verti-

cal component of GPS are a factor of three to four larger than in 

the horizontal and exceed the signal observed by Gourmelen and 

Amelung (2005). Other GPS sites that are continuously recording, 

such as the BARGEN network (Bennett et al., 1998; Wernicke et 

al., 2000), or that have had signifi cantly longer observation history, 

such as the Basin and Range Highway 50 network (Thatcher et al., 

1999; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004), are not ideally positioned 

to observe the uplift seen with InSAR, since they lie to the south, 

east, or west of the maximum of the bulge. Thus, the InSAR mea-

surements currently represent the best available source of relative 

vertical motion across the Central Nevada seismic belt.

The U.S. Geological Survey Quaternary Fault 

and Fold Database

We use data from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 

Quaternary Fault and Fold database in the Basin and Range and 

TABLE 2. PUBLISHED RESULTS OF LOWER CRUST–UPPERMOST MANTLE VISCOSITIES 
FOR THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

 ytilacoL ydutS η
LC

 (Pa·s) η
UM

 (Pa·s) 

Geodetic studies of modern* earthquakes 
01 × 2.3 )evajoM( ZSCE )3002( ztilloP

19
 4.6 × 10

18
 

Pollitz et al. (2001) ECSZ (Hector Mine) η
LC

>>η
UM

 3–8 × 10
17†

 

Pollitz et al. (2000) ECSZ (Landers) η
LC

>>η
UM

 1–6 × 10
18

 
Geodetic studies of past earthquakes 

01 × 3–1 RBE/LW/BSNC yduts sihT
20

 1–3 × 10
19

 
Gourmelen and Amelung (2005) CNSB >10

20
 1–7 × 10

18
 

Chang and Smith (2005) NBR (Hebgen Lk.) 0.03–1.3 × 10
22

 1.3–3.2 × 10
19

 
Nishimura and Thatcher (2003) NBR (Hebgen Lk.) >10

20
 10

18
–10

20
 

Hetland and Hager (2003) CNSB 5–50 × 10
18

 >10
19

 
01 × 1 LWS )3002( .la te noxiD

19
 

Geodetic studies of large lake loading/unloading  
01 × 01–2 BSNC/LW )7002( .la te slliB

20
 0.6–10 × 10

18
 

Kaufmann and Amelung (2000) EBR (Lake Mead) >10
20
 6–16 × 10

18
 

01 .p.n BSNC/LW )9991( .la te smadA
18

 
Bills et al. (1994) EBR (Lk. Bonneville) 1–10 × 10

20
 ~10

19
 

Nakiboglu and Lambeck (1983) EBR (Lk. Bonneville) assumed elastic 2.1–34 × 10
18

 
Studies of plate-boundary dynamics  

01 × 5–1 BSNC/LW )0002( .la te hcselF
21

 (whole lithosphere) 

   Note: n.p.—no estimate provided. CNSB—Central Nevada seismic belt, WL—Walker Lane, 
SWL—southern Walker Lane, ECSZ—Eastern California shear zone, EBR—eastern Basin and 
Range, NBR—northern Basin and Range. 
   *Modern earthquakes had coseismic deformation observed with space geodesy. 
   

†
Tends to increase toward 1–3 × 10

19
 after 1–3 yr of relaxation, indicating transient rheology. 
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 California (hereafter referred to as UQFD; Haller et al., 2002; 

Cao et al., 2003) to constrain the amount of permanent tectonic 

deformation that has occurred in the Basin and Range in the recent 

geologic past. A live internet accessible version of this database 

is available at http://earthquake.usgs.gov/qfaults/, but we used the 

specifi c tables associated with the Haller et al. (2002) and Cao et 

al. (2003) publications. It contains a compilation of fault geom-

etries in the United States and associated estimates of slip direction 

and rate when available. In addition, we include results from the 

more recent study of paleoseismic slip rates for the Central Nevada 

seismic belt (Bell et al., 2004) and the compilation of dePolo and 

Anderson (2000), who used a reconnaissance technique to estimate 

rates of slip on 45 normal faults in the Basin and Range. Since their 

technique tends to identify an upper bound to slip rate, and we 

used these rates whenever available, our inferred rates of geologic 

moment release may be similarly high. The information contained 

in these databases is complementary to geodetic data that measure 

contemporary surface deformation. The geodetic velocity fi eld may 

include transients that are not representative of time-invariant (i.e., 

many times greater than a seismic cycle) behavior or permanent 

deformation. In contrast, paleoseismic data constrain the age, loca-

tion, and style of permanent surface deformation accommodated 

by slip on faults. If tectonic deformation progresses at a constant 

rate over time, then paleoseismology should constrain the same 

horizontal deformation fi eld on Earth’s surface that is measured by 

geodesy, when adjusted for transient effects.

The fault slip rate information is used to infer horizontal 

strain rates by using the moment tensor summation method of 

Shen-Tu et al. (1999), which is based on the approach of Kostrov 

(1974). We create a map-view grid of the Basin and Range Prov-

ince with 0.4° × 0.4° horizontal two-dimensional cells. Inside 

each cell with area A, we calculate the average horizontal strain 

rate tensor by summing over n fault segments within the cell:

 ɺ
ɺ
ɺε

δij

k k

k
ij

k

k

n L u

A
m=

=
∑1

2 1 sin
, (1)

where L
k
 is the length, δ

k
 is the fault dip angle, and u̇

k
 is the scalar 

slip rate of the kth fault. The unit moment tensor mk

ij
 is defi ned as 

m
ij
 = u

i
n

j
 + u

j
n

i
, where n is the horizontal unit vector normal to the 

fault trace, and u is the horizontal direction of slip across the fault 

(Shen-Tu et al., 1999; Kreemer et al., 2000). The horizontal ten-

sor strain rate for each cell is obtained through the summation in 

Equation 1. The associated vector velocity fi eld can be obtained 

through integration of the strains plus defi nition of a reference 

frame. The resulting map of permanent deformation associated 

with the fault database is shown in Figure 2.

The resulting strain fi eld obtained from the UQFD (Fig. 2) 

is similar in spatial pattern and deformation style to that obtained 

from the geodetic velocity fi eld (method discussed in Kreemer et 

al., this volume). Both have zones of more rapid deformation in 

the westernmost 100–200 km of the Basin and Range. Both have 

zones of right-lateral and extensional slip and have velocities ori-

ented west/northwest that increase and rotate clockwise to the 

west. The similarity in these two deformation patterns suggests 

that the geodetic velocity fi eld is dominated by the time-invariant 

component of deformation. There are, however, a number of dif-

ferences in the details of the geologic and geodetic models. For 

example, in general, the geologic strain rates are considerably 

lower than the geodetic rates. The differences between them may 

be partly attributable to incompleteness of the catalog of sur-

face faulting (which is spatially variable), and by the presence 

of transients in the geodetic velocity fi eld caused by postseismic 

relaxation. Zones of higher rate deformation, associated with 

an east-west velocity gradient of 2–3 mm/yr, are also located in 

the vicinity of the Wasatch fault zone at the Great Basin east-

ern boundary. Note that a small appendage of 4–8 nanostrains/

yr strain rate seen in the geologic strain rate map (Fig. 2) near 

117°W longitude and 39°N latitude is not located at the Central 

Nevada seismic belt, but southeast of it. The slightly higher strain 

rate in this band is controlled by the proximity of several faults 

with <0.2 mm/yr slip rate estimates (Ione Valley fault, Southwest 

Reese River Valley, Western Toiyabe Range) and one with 0.22 

mm/yr (Toiyabe Range fault zone).

Differences between the geodetic and geologic deforma-

tion fi elds can, at least partially, be explained by the incom-

pleteness of the geologic catalog of prehistoric earthquakes. In 

a provincewide comparison of seismic, geologic, and geodetic 

moment rates in the Basin and Range, Pancha et al. (2006) have 

shown that the rate of geologically inferred moment release is 

less than that inferred from seismic and geodetic moment rates. 

They estimated a geodetic moment of between 4 and 7 × 1018 

N·m/yr and a geologic moment of 2.5 × 1018 N·m/yr, imply-

ing a provincewide value for the ratio of geodetic moment over 

geologic moment R between 1.6 and 2.8. We calculate our own 

estimates of the ratio of geodetic over geologic moment rates R 

for each subdomain shown in Figure 1. To be consistent between 

our estimates of geodetic and geologic moment, we calculate the 

average moment for each inside the 0.4° × 0.4° cells that cover 

each of the regions defi ned in Figure 1 from the continuum strain 

rate models. We assume that moment is proportional to the total 

strain rate defi ned as the second invariant of the strain rates ten-

sor (Kreemer et al., this volume), and then we sum the moments 

in each region. The Central Basin and Range (which includes the 

Wasatch), northern Walker Lane, Yucca Mountain, Oregon, and 

southern Walker Lane domains have R values of 2.9, 4.9, 2.0, 3.9, 

and 3.9, respectively. For sites closest to the Central Nevada seis-

mic belt (within ~70 km), R = 9.5, consistent with the geodetic 

deformation exhibiting elevated strain rates via transient effects. 

For a geographically broader selection of sites (within ~180 km) 

centered at the Central Nevada seismic belt, R = 5.1, consistent 

with the presence of enhanced geodetic moment that is focused 

near the Central Nevada seismic belt.

The relatively high values of R for the northern and southern 

Walker Lane are driven by geodetic strain rates that are highest 

at the westernmost boundary of the Basin and Range, adjacent 

to the Sierra Nevada microplate (Kreemer et al., this volume). In 
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Figure 2. Strain rate fi eld inferred from the paleoseismic databases of the U.S. Geological Survey and dePolo and Anderson (2000). Black arrows 
are velocities with respect to North America on a regular grid that result from integration of the strain rates. Colors are the second invariant of the 
strain rate (includes shear and dilatation). Magenta line traces are faults in the database. Note that the fi nger of higher strain rates near longitude 
117°W and latitude 39°N lies east of the Central Nevada seismic belt.
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this version of the UQFD, the Mohawk Valley fault is not present 

and thus effectively has a rate of 0.0 mm/yr. It has been shown 

recently to have 0.3–0.5 mm/yr slip on a single strand (Saw-

yer et al., 2005). Also in our version of the UQFD, the Owens 

Valley fault has a rate of 1.5 mm/yr, which is now estimated in 

the current version of the database to be 1.0–5.0 mm/yr (http://

earthquake.usgs.gov/qfaults, accessed March 2007). Thus, it is 

likely that values for R would be smaller for the southern and 

northern Walker Lane if they were estimated from a more current 

UQFD database. The data are also consistent with a province-

wide moment rate defi cit in the paleoseismic earthquake catalog, 

of an approximate factor of 3 ± 1, since areas without signifi cant 

historic seismic moment release also show a discrepancy.

Another difference between the geologic model (Fig. 2) and 

the geodetic model (Fig. 3) of Kreemer et al. (this volume) is 

seen in the azimuth of velocities in southern Nevada, western 

Utah, and northwest Arizona. In this area, the geologic model 

velocities have a southwest azimuth, whereas the geodetic model 

velocities have an azimuth north of west. However, in both mod-

els, the tensor strain rates are the primary solution, and velocities 

are obtained by integrating the strains while defi ning the velocity 

reference frame to be zero at the eastern edge of the model, east 

of the Wasatch fault zone in eastern Utah and southwest Wyo-

ming. Uncertainties in this zero-velocity condition on this bound-

ary allow for a small solid body rotational difference in the veloc-

ity fi elds, with a pole of rotation near the Wasatch. Adjusting for 

such a rotation could add a northwest component to velocities in 

southern Nevada, giving them a more western azimuth, without 

changing the fi t to the geologic data. Furthermore, 1–3 mm/yr 

GPS velocities in southern Nevada and on the Colorado Plateau 

have a west azimuth and drive the azimuth in the geodetic model. 

No such constraint exists in the geologic model, since the rates 

on the Hurricane fault in southwest Utah and northwest Arizona 

are very low, and strain rates east of the Colorado Plateau are not 

taken into account. These differences, however, do not affect the 

strain rate patterns in either fi gure.

RELAXATION MODELING

There are several lines of evidence that suggest that post-

seismic processes are observable decades after the Central 

Nevada seismic belt earthquakes, and that these are dominated 

by the process of viscoelastic relaxation of the lower crust 

and/or upper mantle. These arguments fall into three classes. 

First, observations of similar- magnitude earthquakes that have 

occurred during the era of modern geodetic observation have 

been used to infer upper mantle and lower-crustal viscosities of 

1017–1021 Pa·s and rule out other processes, such as poroelastic 

rebound and afterslip (Pollitz et al., 2000, 2001; Hearn, 2003; 

Pollitz, 2003). Studies of other mid–twentieth-century Basin 

and Range earthquakes (e.g., Borah Peak, and Hebgen Lake) 

(Nishimura and Thatcher, 2003; Chang and Smith, 2008) and 

Lake Lahontan and Bonneville rebound (Bills and May, 1987; 

Bills et al., 1994; Adams et al., 1999) have found similar values 

for lower crust–upper-mantle viscosities (Table 2). These sug-

gest that the conditions for viscoelastic relaxation are present 

and will have the decades-long time scale needed to provide a 

signal in the year 2005. Other processes such as afterslip and 

poroelastic rebound are not expected to provide observable sig-

nals so long after the earthquakes. Second, the Central Nevada 

seismic belt exhibits a geodetic signature that is consistent with 

the presence of ongoing viscoelastic relaxation. A broad ver-

tical uplift in the vicinity of the Dixie Valley–Fairview Peak 

and Pleasant Valley ruptures has been observed using stacks 

of InSAR scenes (Gourmelen and Amelung, 2005). This hori-

zontal dimension and vertical rate, and decades-long relaxation 

time scale of this broad bulge, are consistent with viscosities 

obtained in other studies. Horizontal GPS measurements reveal 

anomalous dilatation at the Central Nevada seismic belt, which 

is consistent with this bulge (Hammond and Thatcher, 2004; 

Kreemer et al., this volume), and contractions east of the Cen-

tral Nevada seismic belt that are otherwise diffi cult to recon-

cile with a region that is undergoing tectonic extension have 

been tentatively identifi ed (Wernicke et al., 2000; Bennett et al., 

2003; Friedrich et al., 2004; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). 

Thirdly, the disagreement between geodetic and geologic slip 

and moment rates is large in the vicinity of the Central Nevada 

seismic belt (R = 5.1–9.5) and southern Walker Lane domains 

(R = 3.9), which contain the large historic earthquakes, com-

pared to the adjacent domains. These large R values can be 

explained by an enhancement of geodetic strain resulting from 

viscoelastic relaxation. This argument alone is only consistent 

with relaxation rather than proof of it, however, since regions 

that have undergone less paleoseismic investigation can have 

relatively incomplete moment derived from the UQFD.

Modeling: Philosophy and Construction

Considering the previous arguments, we proceed under the 

assumption that transient deformation in the geodetic signal is 

caused by viscoelastic postseismic relaxation of the lower crust 

and upper mantle. However, measurements of the geodetic veloc-

ity fi eld at the surface of the planet capture effects related to both 

time-invariant and transient processes that are a direct manifesta-

tion of the earthquake cycle. The transient effects can be related 

to the observed geodetic velocities via

 v v vgeodesy time-invariant transient= + , (2)

where we constrain v
geodesy

 with GPS and InSAR observations, 

and we constrain v
transient

 with the physics governing viscoelas-

tic deformation of a layered medium. Equation 2 can also be 

expressed in terms of the spatial derivatives of velocity, i.e., 

strain rates, which we use in the criteria for model fi t. We con-

sider the time-invariant component of the geodetic velocity fi eld 

as an unknown and model the transient portion of the velocity 

fi eld by assuming a layered viscoelastic structure that is stressed 

by the Central Nevada seismic belt earthquake dislocations given 
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in Table 1. Thus, for each viscosity structure, there is an associ-

ated postseismic transient velocity fi eld and an associated time-

invariant velocity fi eld derived from Equation 2.

To model the evolution of the relaxation following the seis-

mic events, we use the spherically layered viscoelastic modeling 

software VISCO1D (Pollitz, 1997). The software assumes a New-

tonian Maxwell viscoelastic rheology and includes the effects of 

gravitation, which can have minor effects on the relaxation history 

at long intervals after the earthquake. Because we assume New-

tonian rheology, we may sum the independently modeled earth-

quakes responses in the year 2005 to get the combined response. 

Although some studies have suggested that power-law, biviscous 

or transient rheologies are needed to explain the postseismic 

response, these studies are usually based on data obtained within 

days to a few years after the earthquake (Pollitz et al., 2001; Pol-

litz, 2003; Freed and Bürgmann, 2004), when multiple processes 

may have contributed to the postseismic response (Fialko, 2004). 

The Maxwell Newtonian rheology is simpler and is usually an 

adequate explanation of the data on time scales of 10,000–15,000 

yr (e.g., Bills et al., 1994; Adams et al., 1999; Hetland and Hager, 

2003; Nishimura and Thatcher, 2003; Pollitz et al., 2004). Fur-

thermore, we expect that the mechanisms that have shorter relax-

ation times (e.g., poroelastic rebound; Fialko, 2004) will have 

dissipated early in the decades between the time of the GPS mea-

surements and the events we consider. Based on previous struc-

tural and dynamic studies, we assume a laterally homogeneous 

15-km-thick elastic uppermost layer that represents the upper 

crust, overlying a 15-km-thick viscoelastic lower crust (Fig. 3). 

This structure is a simplifi cation based on studies that suggest a 

fl at seismic Moho at 30–35 km depth (e.g., Allmendinger et al., 

1987; Benz et al., 1990; Holbrook, 1990; Gilbert and Sheehan, 

2004), and a rheological distinction between the lower and upper 

crust (see references in Table 2). The viscoelastic upper mantle 

extends from the bottom of the lower crust to a depth of 370 

km. We tested models having a deeper bottom to the viscoelastic 

upper mantle (down to a depth of 1088 km), and these gave nearly 

identical relaxation velocities (difference less than 0.1 mm/yr). 

The values for the shear and bulk elastic moduli are from the 

global one-dimensional seismic model PREM (Dziewonski and 

Anderson, 1981) mapped into discrete layers of 2–35 km thick-

ness, thickening with depth. The values for the viscosity of the 

lower-crustal and upper-mantle layers are iteratively selected in 

a grid search, varying each from 1017 to 1021 Pa·s in logarithmic 

steps of one-half order of magnitude. For each model, the veloc-

ity in the year 2005 at each of the GPS sites shown in Figure 1 is 

computed, and these include the combined effects of each of the 

earthquakes listed in Table 1.

We use the characteristics of both the transient and time-

invariant velocity fi elds to constrain the viscosities of the lower 

crust and upper mantle. To achieve this, we apply three objective 

criteria for the elimination of models that violate one or more of 

our three sources of data: GPS, InSAR, and paleoseismology. We 

cannot simply compare the results of our calculations to the geo-

detic observations because only the transient component of the 

velocity fi eld is obtained in the viscoelastic modeling. Instead, 

we use the transient model and the observed GPS velocities to 

estimate the long-term velocity fi eld using Equation 2, and then 

select a best model based on a synthesis of all of the following 

three objective, and independent, criteria:

1. The inferred time-invariant velocities in the vicinity of the 

Central Nevada seismic belt must imply a moment accumulation 

rate that makes a better match to the geologic moment release 

rate than do the raw GPS velocities. This criterion is based on 

the assumption that the mismatch between geodetic and geologic 

moment rates can be explained, at least in part, by the presence 

of postseismic viscoelastic relaxation.

2. The transient model must predict the uplift that is observed 

with InSAR. The vertical contribution from the time-invariant 

motion is presumed to be negligible at the Central Nevada seis-

mic belt. This is consistent with slip rates, constrained by paleo-

seismology, that have an extensional component of slip that is 

less than 0.7 mm/yr total for four faults crossed by U.S. Highway 

50 and less than 0.3 mm/yr for each of them (Bell et al., 2004). 

However, the observed motion is 2–3 mm/yr of surface uplift 

(Gourmelen and Amelung, 2005), which is at least several times 

greater than is expected based on strain accumulation. The wave-

length of deformation expected from the transient response (>100 

km) is much broader and is theoretically separable from the elas-

tic strain response of individual faults (a few tens of kilometers). 

Thus, the spatial characteristics of the two processes could be 

used to separate the vertical component of the relaxation signal. 

However, that work is beyond the scope of this study, and we here 

assume that the entire vertical signal is attributable to relaxation.

3. The time-invariant model must not predict long-term con-

traction in regions characterized geologically by tectonic trans-

tension. This is identical to, but more generally applied than, the 

assumption used by Hetland and Hager (2003) in an analysis of 

the horizontal GPS data of Thatcher et al. (1999) and Wernicke 

et al. (2000), where they assumed that contraction east of the 

η
LC

η
UM

15 km

30 km

Figure 3. Rheological properties of our model 
as a function of depth. The uppermost layer 
(0–15 km) is assumed to be elastic; the lower 
crust (15–30 km) and upper mantle are assumed 
to be Maxwell viscoelastic. The elastic modulus 
µ is obtained from the one-dimensional seis-
mic model PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 
1981), and viscosities of the lower crust η

LC
  and 

upper mantle η
UM

 are varied in a grid search.
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 Central Nevada seismic belt needed to be explained by the post-

seismic model.

These criteria can be more generally applied to tectonically 

deforming areas that have experienced recent earthquakes that 

may be affecting the modern geodetic velocity fi eld. Also notice 

that none of these criteria requires that the postseismic deforma-

tion fi eld resemble the time-invariant velocity fi eld in pattern, 

style, or rate. For the Central Nevada seismic belt, the above cri-

teria select a clearly defi ned best model, as described next.

Resolving Power of GPS, InSAR, and Geologic Data

The InSAR and horizontal GPS velocities form highly com-

plementary constraints on the upper-mantle and lower-crustal 

viscoelastic structures. Each data type excludes very different 

portions of the model space. To evaluate the misfi t of the viscos-

ity models to the different types of data, we design the misfi t as 

the combination of three different terms
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2 2
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∑
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where R is the ratio of geodetic moment to geologic moment 

estimated in the Central Nevada seismic belt domain, and v
u
 is 

the maximum vertical velocity in the Central Nevada seismic 

belt domain obtained for each model in the grid search. The 

quantities v
InSAR

 and σ
vu

 are the vertical rate and its uncertainty 

observed with InSAR at the Central Nevada seismic belt taken 

to be 2.5 ± 0.5 mm/yr (Gourmelen and Amelung, 2005). The 

dilatational strain rate, ε∆, and its uncertainty, σε∆, are obtained 

from the estimated time-invariant velocity fi eld and the formal 

uncertainty obtained in the strain rate calculation. For the pur-

poses of calculating the misfi t, we assign ε∆ = 0 whenever ε∆ ≥ 

0, so that no extensional deformation, regardless of its rate, will 

be penalized. The summation in the third term sums the contri-

butions from each of the domains. The Oregon domain is not 

included because contractions owing to Cascadia interseismic 

strain accumulation (McCaffrey et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2001b; 

Svarc et al., 2002a) and from the collision of the Sierra Nevada 

microplate with the Oregon domain (Hammond and Thatcher, 

2005) are likely present and should not be penalized. The result-

ing misfi t surfaces, for each of the terms in Equation 3, and for 

the combined constraint, are shown in Figure 4. The weight α is 

applied to control the relative importance of the fi rst term, since 

it is not normalized by an uncertainty. We begin with a trial value 

of α = 1, and then reduce α until models that are excluded by any 

single criterion are still excluded by the combined criteria, arriv-

ing at α = 0.7. In other words, dark regions in Figures 4A–4C 

are also dark in Figure 4D. This approach gives approximately 

equal model exclusion power to the fi rst term compared to the 

second and third terms in Equation 3. The minimum misfi t tak-

ing all three criteria into account (Fig. 4D) identifi es η
LC

 = 1020.5 

and η
UM

 = 1019 as the best-fi tting model. This result appears to 

agree well with each of the individual criteria, since this model 

lies inside the region of minimal geologic/geodetic, InSAR, 

and contraction constraint misfi t (Figs. 4A–4C). Models that fi t 

similarly well can be found by decreasing η
LC

 and/or η
UM

 by 

one-half order of magnitude, but outside the zone defi ned by the 

contour where χ2 = 2, misfi ts increase rapidly. The misfi t in the 

InSAR term increases most rapidly when η
UM

 is above 1019 Pa·s 

or reduced below 1018.5 Pa·s. When η
LC

 is decreased, the InSAR 

constraint yields a greater misfi t; however, a more powerful limit 

on the lower bound of η
LC

 comes from the introduction of time-

invariant contractions in the Sierra Nevada and Central Nevada 

seismic belt domains when η
LC

 is below 1020 Pa·s. The lower-

crustal viscosity η
LC

 could be greater than 1020.5 and not strongly 

violate the InSAR result, but this would come at some cost to the 

fi t between geologic and geodetic data. The precise amount of 

uncertainty in the estimates of η
LC

 and η
UM

 is diffi cult to quantify 

because Equation 3 is not a truly normalized measure of model 

misfi t, and α is subjectively assigned. However, the models out-

side the χ2 = 4 combined constraint contour in Figure 4D are 

being excluded by at least one of the criteria. Thus, uncertainties 

in η
LC

 and η
UM

 are near one-half order of magnitude.

Results

To guide the evaluation of our results, the sites are divided 

into separate geographic domains so that different regions can 

be evaluated individually. These domains are: (1) the southern 

Walker Lane, (2) the northern Walker Lane, (3) the Sierra Nevada 

microplate, (4) the Central Nevada seismic belt, (5) southern 

Oregon, (6) the eastern Basin and Range, and (7) the Yucca 

Mountain area (Fig. 1). These domains are selected, somewhat 

subjectively, according to their fi rst-order deformation charac-

teristics based on previous geodetic and geological studies. For 

each viscoelastic model, we calculate the horizontal tensor strain 

rate inside each of the subdomains from the estimated time-

invariant velocity fi eld. We estimate the three horizontal strain 

rate parameters (εΦΦ, ελλ, εΦλ) simultaneously with three solid 

body rotation parameters (latitude [λ], longitude [Φ], and rota-

tion rate [ω]) on the surface of a sphere according to the method 

of Savage et al. (2001). Figure 5A shows the dilatational com-

ponent of the strain rate ε∆ calculated for sites inside the Cen-

tral Nevada seismic belt domain and corrected for the effects of 

postseismic relaxation based on each of the models in our grid 

search. The strain rate has been normalized by its uncertainty to 

illustrate the transition to models that imply no signifi cant defor-

mation in the Central Nevada seismic belt domain.

In order to evaluate the models according to our fi rst objec-

tive criterion, we examine the ratio of geodetic moment rate 

corrected for postseismic effects to geologic moment rate in 

the Central Nevada seismic belt domain. The geologic moment 

is obtained from the UQFD and Equation 1, while the geodetic 

moment is obtained from the GPS velocities corrected for post-

seismic effects via the relaxation models. The modifi ed ratio R is 

shown as a function of model viscosities in Figure 5B. Because 
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the UQFD is not everywhere complete, we have speculated that 

there is a background disagreement rate between geodetic and 

geologic moment rates of a factor of 3 ± 1, which is near the low-

est value for modifi ed R (Fig. 5B). This assertion assumes, how-

ever, that the database is equally incomplete at all locations in 

the Basin and Range, and hence that the anomalously high ratio 

in the Central Nevada seismic belt is not the result of systemati-

cally less complete geologic record. In fact, it is more likely that 

the opposite is true, since the Central Nevada seismic belt has 

been the focus of numerous studies owing to its vigorous his-

toric seismicity and proximity to the Reno/Carson metropolitan 

area. In Figure 5B, lower values for modifi ed R occur in a part of 

the model space that has intermediate values for lower-crust vis-

cosity η
LC

 (1018.5–1020.5 Pa·s) and intermediate to high values for 

upper-mantle viscosity η
UM

 (>1018.5 Pa·s), with the highest values 

for η
UM

 if η
LC

 is in a narrower band (1018.5–1019.5 Pa·s). The lowest 

values for modifi ed R are near the speculated background level, 

and hence models inside the light central region of Figure 5B 

are more likely to be correct models according to the fi rst objec-

tive criteria. The similarity between Figures 5A and 5B suggests 

that the misfi t between geodetic and geologic moment rates is 

controlled by the dilatational component of the geodetic strain 

rate fi eld in the vicinity of the Central Nevada seismic belt. This 

is consistent with the observation of anomalously high geodetic 
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) viscosity. (A) Contour of the fi rst term of 
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belt. (D) The total constraint from all three data types combined using the method discussed in the text. Each panel has a star 
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dilatation at the Central Nevada seismic belt (Savage et al., 1995; 

Svarc et al., 2002b; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004) and the likely 

presence of dilatation in the postseismic deformation that follows 

earthquakes with a normal component of slip (i.e., Pleasant Val-

ley and Dixie Valley).

The second objective criterion eliminates viscosity mod-

els based on misfi t between the vertical motion observed with 

InSAR and that predicted by the relaxation calculations. The 

maximum vertical velocity inside the Central Nevada seismic 

belt domain as a function of the viscosity model is shown in 

Figure 6. It is immediately clear that the only models that can 

produce a >2 mm/yr uplift are those with a relatively high lower-

crustal viscosity (η
LC 

> 1020 Pa·s) and an intermediate upper-

mantle viscosity (η
UM

 between 1018.5 and 1019 Pa·s). The range 

of viscosities eliminated by this criterion is very large, and is 

complementary to that of models eliminated by the geologic/

geodetic misfi t, i.e., the overlap between regions of acceptable 

fi t in Figure 5 and Figure 6 is small. What constitutes an accept-

able fi t will be discussed later.

The Basin and Range is characterized by (oblique) normal 

faulting, so the third objective criterion is designed to eliminate 

models that predict time-invariant contractions, in violation of 
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Figure 5. (A) Contour of the dilatational 
strain rate after correction for postseis-
mic relaxation at the Central Nevada 
seismic belt normalized by its uncer-
tainty as a function of lower-crustal 
(η

LC
) and upper-mantle (η

UM
) viscosity. 

Values greater than 2 indicate dilatation 
that is signifi cantly larger than zero to 
95% confi dence. (B) Contour plot of R, 
the ratio of the scalar geodetic moment 
rate after correction for postseismic re-
laxation to the scalar geologic moment 
rate in the Central Nevada seismic belt.
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geological observation. The minimum and maximum time-invari-

ant dilatational strain rates, ε∆, as a function of the viscosity model 

for each domain are shown in Table 3. None of the ε∆ values has 

a normalized value below –2, which would indicate a contraction 

rate that has exceeded the 2σ uncertainty level. Only the Oregon 

domain exhibits a normalized contraction below –1, which indi-

cates there may be some contraction of the entire domain. This is 

consistent with the presence of interseismic strain accumulation 

of the kind expected in the Cascadia backarc (McCaffrey et al., 

2000; Miller et al., 2001b; Svarc et al., 2002a) and also with a 

north-south contraction of 2–3 mm/yr observed near the Oregon-

California border (Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). The minimum 

and maximum ε∆ values in Table 3 also provide an illustration 

of the sensitivity of strain rate fi eld to the viscoelastic proper-

ties of the lower crust and upper mantle. The range between the 

maximum and minimum ε∆ is greatest for the Central Nevada 

seismic belt domain, consistent with its location near the historic 

earthquakes. The northern Walker Lane domain sees a transition 

from marginally insignifi cant to marginally signifi cant dilatation. 

This implies that geodetic results that show no dilatation (e.g., 

Hammond and Thatcher, 2007) may have been infl uenced by the 

presence of relaxation, which can mask a small amount of secular 

extension. This is discussed more completely later.

Table 4 shows that correcting the geodetic strain rate fi eld 

with this model makes the deformation more similar to the geo-

logic strain rate fi eld with respect to geographic distribution of 

strain rate style, if not with respect to the total magnitude of 

strain (which is a factor of 2–5 smaller for the geologic model). 

The table shows a comparison between the strain rates inside the 

separate regions calculated from the geodetic strain rate model 

velocities, geologic data via the UQFD and Equation 1, and from 

the postseismic model. This table shows the similarity between 

the geologic and geodetic data sets with respect to the domi-

nance of shear strain in western Basin and Range Province, par-

ticularly the southern Walker Lane, northern Walker Lane, and 

Yucca Mountain regions. The only region that shows signifi cant 

geodetic dilatation is the Central Nevada seismic belt, in con-

trast to the geologic model, which shows generally less dilatation 

than shear everywhere. A property of the postseismic relaxation 

model is that all the dilatation and most of the shear is focused 

at the Central Nevada seismic belt, consistent with it being the 

locus of the historic earthquakes used in its construction. Thus, 

the geodetic strains minus the postseismic relaxation model will 

have much less dilatation, similar to the geologic model. Note 

that the geodetic minus the correction will not match the geologic 

model exactly, because of the provincewide lower magnitude of 

deformation rate seen in the geologic data. However, the cor-

rected geodetic strains provide a model that is similar to the geo-

logic model in the sense that most dilatation has been removed, 

and shear strain rates at the Central Nevada seismic belt are lower 

than in the Walker Lane belt. The very strong correlation between 

R and the dilatational component of the relaxation model sug-

gests that the model has been appropriately built to compensate 

for the anomalous dilatation at the Central Nevada seismic belt.

DISCUSSION

Implications for Time-Invariant Deformation of the 

Northern Walker Lane

The postseismic strain rates predicted by our preferred vis-

cosity model are from the postseismic velocity fi eld obtained 
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from the relaxation calculations. The velocities predicted from 

our preferred model (Fig. 7; Table DR11) are consistent with 

northwest-southeast uniaxial extension across Pleasant Valley, 

and signifi cant vertical uplift of ~2 mm/yr predicted north of 

the Fairview Peak rupture. To the south, progressively greater 

amounts of shear deformation appear where the style of the earth-

quakes becomes more strike-slip. The dilatational component of 

postseismic transient strain rate (Fig. 8A) shows enhanced exten-

sion in the vicinity of the Central Nevada seismic belt. This patch 

of dilatation is spatially coincident with the anomalously high 

Central Nevada seismic belt dilatation rates shown in the strain 

rate map in a companion article to this paper (Kreemer et al., 

this volume). This dilatation comes mostly in the form of uni-

axial northwest-southeast–directed extension, and it is visible 

in the detail that includes the strain rate tensor axes (Fig. 8B). 

The relaxation model also contains lobes of low-intensity (1–4 

nanostrain/yr) contraction to the northwest and east of the Cen-

tral Nevada seismic belt historic ruptures. The lobe to the east is 

consistent with GPS observations of geographically broad con-

traction east of the Central Nevada seismic belt (Hammond and 

Thatcher, 2004), but it does not explain a narrow zone of con-

traction inferred from the single continuous GPS site LEWI on 

Mt. Lewis, Nevada, near Crescent Valley (Wernicke et al., 2000; 

Bennett et al., 2003; Friedrich et al., 2004). The signifi cant east-

west asymmetry in these contractional lobes comes from sum-

ming earthquakes with different strikes, event times, and differ-

ent ruptures styles. Shorter-wavelength variations are mainly the 

result of geographic irregularity in the GPS sites, which causes 

irregular sampling of the model relaxation velocity fi eld that is 

used in the strain modeling. For example, near the Owens Val-

ley rupture at the southern end of our model, small blotches of 

dilatation of alternating sign exist, but these contribute negligibly 

to the integrated dilatation over larger regions. The transition of 

tensor deformation style from south to north (Fig. 8B) can also 

be seen in the model velocities (Fig. 7). Where the earthquake 

styles to the south have a larger component of right-lateral slip, 

we see postseismic deformation that has close to equal parts of 

contraction and extension, indicating shear deformation. To the 

TABLE 4. GEOLOGIC, GEODETIC, AND RELAXATION MODEL STRAIN RATES INSIDE REGIONS

  cigoloeG cimsiestsoP citedoeG 

Region ε∆ ±σε ε
xy
 ± σ ε ε∆ ε

xy
 ε∆ ε

xy
 R 

East Basin and Range 1.4 1.3 8.9 1.3 0.1 0.2 0.9 1.2 2.9 

Walker Lane North 7.3 3.9 33.5 3.9 –0.7 1.1 2.3 7.3 4.9 

Walker Lane South 3.9 2.9 79.0 2.9 –1.5 9.2 0.1 15.9 3.9 

 9.39.0 3.1 8.0 1.0– 4.30.1 4.3 0.3– nogerO

Yucca Mountain 8.1 11.3 37.2 11.3 –4.1 1.8 –1.4 10.8 2.0 

CNSB (within 180 km) 10.5 2.8 23.5 2.8 10.3 14.7 2.3 2.7 5.1 

CNSB (within 70 km) 31.0 10.3 48.4 10.3 23.9 34.0 1.7 2.3 9.5 

   Note: Velocities used to calculate geodetic strain rates and uncertainties have not been corrected 
for postseismic relaxation and are from the strain rate model of Kreemer et al. (this volume). Geologic 
strain rates are from the UQFD (U.S. Geological Survey Quaternary Fault and Fold database), 
obtained in Equation 1 and shown in Figure 2. Postseismic strain rates come from the viscoelastic 
relaxation model. Strain rates are in nanostrains/yr. CNSB—Central Nevada seismic belt. 

1GSA Data Repository Item 2009001, Table DR1. Velocities from compilation 
of GPS, relaxation model, and secular motion, is available at www.geosociety.
org/pubs/ft2009.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org, Documents 
Secretary, GSA, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301-9140.

εTABLE 3. DILATATIONAL STRAIN RATE ( ∆) FOR GEODETIC VELOCITIES CORRECTED FOR 
POSTSEISMIC RELAXATION 

 dezilamroN setar niartS 

Domain Observed Corrected Observed Corrected 

 tseB .xaM .niM  tseB .xaM .niM  

Eastern Basin and Range 1.3 ± 1.3 0.8 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.6 1.4 1.0 

 1.1 9.3 0.2– 8.3 1.3 0.11 7.5– 8.2 ± 5.01 BSNC

Northern Walker Lane 7.2 ± 3.9 6.5 10.3 8.8 1.8 1.7 2.6 2.3 

South Walker Lane 3.9 ± 2.9 3.5 7.1 6.3 1.3 1.2 2.4 2.2 

Oregon –3.1 ± 3.4 –3.7 –1.7 –2.5 –0.9 –1.1 –0.5 –0.7 

Yucca Mountain 8.0 ± 11.3 5.3 13.3 13.3 0.6 0.5 1.2 1.2 

   Note: The uncorrected, minimum, maximum, and preferred dilatational strain rates ε∆ and their 1σ 
formal uncertainties are given in units of nanostrains (10

–9
) per year. Normalized strain rates are the 

strain rates divided by their formal uncertainties. Values that are greater than 2 or less than –2 
indicate 95% significant area growth rate or contractions, respectively. The difference between the 

maximum and minimum is a measure of the sensitivity of ε∆ to the viscosity of the lower crust and 
upper mantle. The “Best” column shows the estimated secular dilatation (corrected for postseismic 

relaxation) inside each domain given the model with η
LC 

= 10
20.5

 Pa·s and η
UM 

= 10
19

 Pa·s. CNSB—
Central Nevada seismic belt. 
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north, near the Pleasant Valley rupture, the style of extension is 

closer to northwest-southeast uniaxial extension, similar to the 

coseismic rupture there. In the vicinity of Pyramid Lake, roughly 

2–4 nanostrain/yr of northwest-directed uniaxial contraction is 

predicted from the relaxation model.

The time-invariant deformation fi eld is estimated by sub-

tracting the transient velocities from the GPS velocities and then 

repeating the strain rate modeling of Kreemer et al. (this volume). 

Thus, the strain rate map of Figure 9B is expected to be in closer 

agreement with the deformations inferred from paleoseismological 

studies. A comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 9B shows that this is 

the case, since deformation in the time-invariant model and in the 

geologic model is more strongly focused into the northern Walker 

Lane, and there is relatively little deformation at the Central Nevada 

seismic belt. A single small zone of strain near longitude 118.5°W 

and latitude 40°N is caused by a single campaign GPS velocity 

(site WILD) that has a velocity that deviates by ~1 mm/yr from the 

smooth regional pattern. The fi nger of higher geologic strain rate 

near longitude 117°W and latitude 39°N and the Toiyabe Range 

(Fig. 2) is not observed in the uncorrected or corrected geodetic 

strain rate models (Fig. 9). It likely shows higher moment rate 

because of the close proximity of the Toiyabe Range fault (0.22 

mm/yr), the Ione Valley fault (0.1 mm/yr), the Southwest Reese 

River Valley fault (0.1 mm/yr), and the Mahogany Mountain sec-

tion of the Western Toiyabe Range fault zone (0.2 mm/yr).

After correction for postseismic effects, some deformation 

at the Central Nevada seismic belt remains, with rates that are 

still higher with respect to the eastern Basin and Range (Fig. 9B). 

In the vicinity of the Stillwater, Dixie Valley, and Fairview Peak 

faults, the total strain rates are 8–32 nanostrain/yr, and a bit lower 

near Pleasant Valley. Near the Cedar Mountain rupture, strain 

rates are higher, 16–32 nanostrain/yr, reduced from the 32–64 

nanostrain/yr estimated before the correction. The velocity gradi-

ent across the Central Nevada seismic belt (between sites B220 

and B290, Fig. 1) is 3.1 mm/yr in the GPS velocity compilation, 

but it has been reduced to 0.9 mm/yr in the time-invariant model. 

Thus, a signifi cant fraction of the deformation at the Central 

Nevada seismic belt has been explained with postseismic relax-

ation, yet some remains and is consistent with the paleoseismo-

logical result of ~1 mm/yr extension across the Central Nevada 

seismic belt faults (Bell et al., 2004). The amount of velocity 

gradient that still exists across the Central Nevada seismic belt 

after the correction indicates that the belt may still have a higher 

rate of deformation than in the Central Basin and Range, where 

strain rates are close to zero (Bennett et al., 2003; Kreemer et al., 

this volume). The corrected rates are, however, less than what is 

observed in the Walker Lane to the west. Thus, these results are 

consistent with a greater frequency of paleoearthquakes at the 

Central Nevada seismic belt compared to the central Basin and 

Range, and the view that the Central Nevada seismic belt is a 

zone of deformation that extends to the northeast, possibly trans-

ferring Walker Lane dextral slip onto NNE-striking normal faults 

(Savage et al., 1995; Wesnousky et al., 2005; Faulds et al., 2005). 

For GPS sites further north and farther apart that span Pleasant 

Valley, the difference owing to the correction is not as large. The 

relative velocity of GARL and D100 changes from 2.3 mm/yr 

to 1.3 mm/yr upon adjustment for postseismic deformation. In 

general, the magnitude of the correction decreases with distance 

from the Central Nevada seismic belt.

The time-invariant dilatation rate in the northern Walker Lane 

domain is 8.8 ± 3.9 nanostrains/yr (Table 3), just barely signifi -

cant to 95% confi dence, while its shear strain rate is 33.8 ± 3.9 

nanostrains/yr (shear is defi ned as ε
1
 – ε

2
, where ε

1
 and ε

2
 are the 

maximum and minimum principal strain rates, respectively). This 

suggests that, as a whole, the northern Walker Lane acts as a right-

lateral shear zone with a small component of extension. However, 

this extension becomes statistically signifi cant only after the cor-

rection for postseismic relaxation from the Central Nevada seismic 

belt historic earthquakes has been made. Thus, in several respects, 

the northern Walker Lane behaves similarly to the central Walker 

Lane, where dextral shear rates are greater than extension rates, and 

the highest deformation rates are seen near the western boundary 

of the Walker Lane belt adjacent to the Sierra Nevada (Oldow et al., 

2001; Oldow, 2003). Furthermore, these observations are consis-

tent with campaign GPS data spanning Walker Lane between 37°N 

and 40°N, which show signifi cant extension approximately normal 

to the trend of the shear zone but a different orientation from east 

to west (Oldow, 2003; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004). It is also 

consistent with the results of a profi le of campaign GPS velocities 

across the northern Walker Lane in the vicinity of Pyramid Lake 

(Hammond and Thatcher, 2007) that did not correct for postseis-

mic relaxation, and that observed no signifi cant dilatation.

Implications for Basin and Range Lithospheric Rheology

The conclusions reached here are broadly consistent with 

Basin and Range lower-crustal and upper-mantle viscosity esti-

mates from a number of other studies. We have summarized the 

values obtained by a sample of other studies in Table 2. The most 

common conclusion reached for the Basin and Range is that the 

lower crust has greater strength (i.e., higher viscosity) than the 

uppermost mantle on which it lies. This conclusion is consistent 

across studies that sample a great variety of temporal scales, from 

times immediately following (<3 yr) an earthquake (Pollitz et al., 

2000, 2001; Pollitz, 2003) to over 10,000 yr of relaxation fol-

lowing the unloading owing to the draining of late Pleistocene 

postglacial lakes (e.g., Nakiboglu and Lambeck, 1983; Bills and 

May, 1987; Bills et al., 1994; Kaufmann and Amelung, 2000).

In their study of Central Nevada seismic belt rheological 

layering, Hetland and Hager (2003) relied on the criterion that 

time-invariant contraction should be explained by postseismic 

relaxation. Our modeling differs from theirs because we choose 

to exclude models that predict time-invariant contractions in any 

of the domains near the Central Nevada seismic belt. We do not 

explain the contraction east of the Central Nevada seismic belt 

directly, because we do not observe the contraction in our Central 

Basin and Range domain. This is likely owing to the fact that our 

domain is so large and also includes the Wasatch fault zone to the 
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east. However, when we use just the criterion that Central Basin 

and Range domain extension should be positive, amounting to 

approximately the same model discrimination criterion that they 

use, we would have estimated values of η
LC 

≈ 1019 and η
UM

 ≥ η
LC

, 

which are very similar to their results. Their reliance on this cri-

terion may explain why their result is the only one of the survey 

of previous results (Table 2) that indicates a lower crust that is 

weaker than the upper mantle.

Our results, and most of the results listed in Table 2, appear 

to be in disagreement with the results of others that suggest that 

the lower crust behaves as a low-viscosity channel through which 

material fl ows. Sometimes called the “jelly sandwich” model 

(Jackson, 2002), this idea has been used to explain the scarcity 

of earthquakes in the lower crust, the existence of metamorphic 

core complexes (e.g., Block and Royden, 1990), and the fl atness 

of Moho topography despite geologic extension that is, at the sur-

face, localized to dipping normal faults and heterogeneous over 

scales of hundreds of kilometers (Gans, 1987). The geodetic net-

works considered in this study are geographically focused in the 

western Great Basin, where strain rates are one to two orders of 

magnitude higher and metamorphic core complexes are absent. 

Thus, variations in crust and mantle properties may partially 

account for the discrepancy. However, results from several stud-

ies in the eastern Great Basin (i.e., in the vicinity of Lakes Bonne-

ville, Mead, and Hebgen) show no strong difference in η
LC

 com-

pared to the western Great Basin (e.g., Central Nevada seismic 

belt, Walker Lane, or Mohave Desert) (Table 2). According to 

the two-layer theory of McKenzie et al. (2000), short-wavelength 

Moho relief is fl attened on a time scale that is proportional to the 

sum of crust and upper-mantle viscosities. Thus, it is possible to 

fl atten Moho topography if the crust is stronger than the mantle, 

as long as the crust is weak enough to allow fl ow on the time 

scale of Basin and Range extension. For example, in the two-

layer viscous model with an upper layer 1020.5 Pa·s over a half-

space of 1019 Pa·s (values of η
LC

 and η
LC

 in our preferred model), 

10 km wavelength Moho topography will relax with a character-

istic decay time of 2.6 m.y. This is short enough to fl atten Moho 

topography over the history of Basin and Range extension, and 

thus a weak lower crust (compared to the mantle) is not an abso-

lute requirement to fl atten Moho topography. So our model is not 

in confl ict with the observation of a fl at Moho.

An additional possibility is that lateral contrasts of litho-

spheric viscosity exist that can affect our results and comparisons 

between the Central Nevada seismic belt and other parts of the 

Basin and Range. Modeling of the stresses driving deformation 

of the western United States in the context of a thin viscous sheet 

suggests that the focused deformation in the westernmost part of 

the province is attributable to lithosphere that has a lower viscos-

ity compared to the adjacent areas (Flesch et al., 2000). East-west 

asymmetry in lithospheric effective viscosity is consistent with 

the presence of higher heat fl ow (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1978; 

Blackwell and Steele, 1992) and lower fl exural rigidity to the west 

(Lowry and Smith, 1995). In this study, we assumed a laterally 

constant viscosity, and thus our modeling does not include the 

effects of east-west asymmetry in the relaxation velocity fi eld that 

would be expected from an increase in viscosity east of the Cen-

tral Nevada seismic belt. This can affect the strain rates that are 

expected from the relaxation model far from the Central Nevada 

seismic belt. For example, our preferred model predicts some 

deformation in the southern Sierra Nevada microplate (Fig. 8A), 

which to date has not been defi nitively observed. Future model-

ing studies will have to be undertaken to understand the effect of 

postseismic relaxation in the presence of lateral variations in the 

strength of the Basin and Range lithosphere.

Transient or power-law rheology in the upper mantle may 

explain relaxations that occur more quickly immediately follow-

ing a large earthquake than would be expected from the longer-

term (>1 yr) response assuming a Newtonian Maxwell viscoelas-

tic model (Pollitz, 2003; Freed and Bürgmann, 2004). Our study 

assumes a linear response, and hence the velocity fi elds from 

the individual earthquakes can be modeled separately and then 

summed to represent the velocity fi eld in the year 2005. A rheol-

ogy other than Newtonian violates this assumption. If, however, 

the mantle were characterized with a power-law rheology that 

increased the inferred viscosity over time, as has been observed 

in the Mojave (Pollitz et al., 2001; Pollitz, 2003), then our results 

would tend to overestimate mantle viscosity, and our conclusions 

about the relative strength between the crust and upper mantle 

would still hold. Similarly, if the viscosity is temperature depen-

dent, and hence smoothly decreases with depth, our modeling 

would be most sensitive to the upper portion of each depth inter-

val. This would result in a systematic overestimation of the vis-

cosity in each layer, but it would not alter the relative strength of 

the lower crust and upper mantle.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We combine horizontal GPS velocities, InSAR, and pale-

oseismic data with modeling of the viscoelastic postseismic 

response of the Central Nevada seismic belt historic earthquakes 

to estimate the most likely viscoelastic structure of the western 

Basin and Range lower crust and upper mantle. From these, we 

develop a correction for postseismic effects that can be used to 

estimate secular crustal deformation from geodetic velocities near 

the Central Nevada seismic belt. Our preferred model has values 

of η
LC

 = 1020.5 Pa·s and η
UM

 = 1019 Pa·s. To obtain this result, we 

assume that the GPS velocity fi eld is the sum of time-invariant 

and transient processes, and seek models that (1) explain the 

mismatch between geodetic and geologically inferred slip rates, 

(2) explain the vertical uplift that has been observed with InSAR 

and (3) do not imply time-invariant contractions anywhere in the 

Basin and Range. This model is consistent with other geodetic 

studies of earthquakes and lake loading of the lithosphere, and 

with the observation of fl at Moho topography throughout much 

of the Basin and Range.

We evaluate the ability that different types of data have to 

constrain the viscoelastic structure. We fi nd that InSAR, GPS, 

and geologic data exclude different parts of the model space and 
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thus form complementary constraints on the viscoelastic struc-

ture. This suggests that studies that aim to constrain rheology of 

the lithosphere are best served by using techniques that measure 

both vertical and horizontal movements and that include geologic 

constraints on steady permanent tectonic deformation averaged 

over many seismic cycles.

The preferred viscosity model implies that the majority of 

the deformation observed at the Central Nevada seismic belt is 

attributable to postseismic relaxation, and that the time-invariant 

deformation is more tightly focused into northern Walker Lane 

than is inferred from the uncorrected GPS velocities. Whereas no 

signifi cant dilatation was detectable before correcting for post-

seismic effects, following the correction, the dilatation is signifi -

cant (8.4 ± 3.9 nanostrains/yr). Thus, the Central Nevada seismic 

belt postseismic relaxation masks time-invariant extension in the 

adjacent province to the west.

The preferred model decreases the apparent discrepancy 

between geologically and geodetically estimates slip rates on 

faults at the Central Nevada seismic belt. After using this model 

to correct the geodetic velocity fi eld for transient postseismic 

effects from historic earthquakes, the amount of geodetically 

inferred steady permanent extension that has occurred at the Cen-

tral Nevada seismic belt is reduced, making it less anomalous 

with respect to the Central Basin and Range, in agreement with 

paleoseismic data. However, after the correction, rates of defor-

mation at the Central Nevada seismic belt are still greater than 

rates in the central Basin and Range to the east, and not as great 

as rates in the Walker Lane belt to the west.
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